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The finishing touches 
You‘ve already made the decision to include smart functionality in your home. 
Now it‘s time for the exciting part; choosing the finishes of certain products as well 
as thinking about additional specific features that you might want to add. This 
catalogue lists a range of products that can be added to your home either as part 
of features you have already opted for or to add an extra level of functionality to 
your system. 
 
Once you‘ve browsed the range of accessories available to decide on the finishes 
and any additional features you want to include in your home, chat with your 
Loxone installer as they‘ll be able to advise on the specifics of your installation and 
answer any general questions you may have. 

Options

Air

Tree

PWMPWM

Throughout this catalogue, you’ll see accessories available with 
different options. These mostly relate to whether they may require 
additional cables (Tree or PWM) or can be added wirelessly (Air). 
Your Loxone installer can advise what is suitable for your installation. 
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The traditional light switch is familiar, reliable 
and easy to use. We believe that you should be 
able to add smart features to your home without 
sacrificing any of this. That‘s why we‘ve developed 
a range of control products, from switches to 
remotes, which have a simple and unified layout. 
They’re designed to still offer that familiarity and 
ease of use and are available in different finishes 
to complement a variety of interiors. Take a look at 
all of the options available to you.

CONTROLS
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Touch
A simple, unified switch that allows you to 
easily control the features you‘ve chosen to 
have in your home.

 » 5 touch points to control features such as lighting, music, etc. 
 » Supports single & double taps to give you even more flexibility 
 » Audible click feedback when tapped 
 » Built-in temperature & humidity sensors removing the need for a separate 

thermostat (only available on some options)
 » 80mm high-grade plastic square 

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree
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Touch Pure
A more premium finish of the Touch switch. The 
Touch Pure boasts not only a luxurious design but 
also a larger surface area and an orientation light 
to complement the ambience of the room.

 » 5 touch points to control features such as lighting, music, etc. 
 » Supports single & double taps to give you even more flexibility 
 » Audible click feedback when tapped 
 » Built-in temperature & humidity sensors removing the need for a separate 

thermostat (only available on some options)
 » 90mm frameless glass square
 » Fingerprint-resistant finish with a satin underlay
 » Orientation downlight (only available on some options)

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree
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Remote
A lightweight, portable remote which gives you 
simple and quick control of the smart features in 
your home. 

Touch Surface
This device can turn almost any 
surface into a touch switch. Mounted 
under a kitchen worktop, behind a 
bathroom tile, into a coffee table, etc. 
- giving you a remarkably different 
way of controlling your home. 

 » 5 buttons to control features such as 
opening the garage, turning on the 
garden lights, etc.

 » Matte black finish
 » 106 x 34 x 10.5mm compact design

 » Can be installed under/behind glass, 
ceramic, wood or plastic (up to 30 mm)

 » 5 touch points to control features such 
as lighting, music, etc. 

 » Intelligently ignores accidental presses 
 » Audible click feedback when tapped 
 » Activates with a swipe gesture
 » Optional status LEDs to show you 

when the switch is active
 » Supports single & double taps to give 

you even more flexibility 
 » Option to mark out the 5 touch points 

with the supplied outline  

Option

Air Tree

Option

Air
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Touch Nightlight
This device is designed to be placed next to your bed and 
features an alarm clock, night light, ambient light source and 
intuitive smart home switch all in one.

 »  6 touch points to control features such 
as lighting, music, etc. 

 »  Additional touch point for setting an 
alarm 

 »  Millions of colour combinations for 
subtle bedside lighting

 »  Central LED display for time & room 
temperature 

 »  Option to display outside temperature
 » Fingerprint-resistant glass finish with a 

satin underlay
 » Audible click feedback when tapped

Option Air

Option Air

Touch & Grill
A unique and portable smart home switch equipped with 
a dual meat thermometer and quick start timer - making it 
great for both the kitchen and patio.

 »  5 touch points to control features 
such as lighting, music, etc. 

 »  2 additional touch points for 
temperature & timer displays 

 » Central LED display for time, timer & 
temperature probes readings

 » Portable with long-lasting battery

 »  2 colour coded high-quality 
temperature probes

 » Can control features in 2 different 
rooms 

 »  Audible click feedback when tapped 
 » High-quality hardened glass face 
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Sensors are an important part of your smart home. 
Depending on the features you’ve chosen to have, 
they’ll help to automatically control the lighting, 
heating, security and more. Take a look through 
the available sensors to choose finishes and even 
opt for additional sensors that can introduce more 
functionality into your home. This could include 
detecting the escape of water or identifying a 
window that has been left open, for example.

SENSORS
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Presence Sensor
This is one of the most important 
devices in a smart home. It detects 
movement & noise to know if a room is 
in use - and if the heating, lights, music, 
etc. should be turned on or off.

 » Enables automation of the lighting, burglar alarm, 
music, heating, and much more

 » Detects presence based on motion & noise
 » Measures the brightness of the room so that lights are 

only brought on when needed

Flush-mounted 
Presence Sensor
This version of the Presence Sensor offers the 
same functionality, however, it can be installed 
flush with the ceiling - just like LED spots.  

 » Enables automation of the lighting, burglar alarm, music, heating, 
and much more

 » Detects presence based on motion & noise
 » Measures the brightness of the room so that lights are only 

brought on when needed
 » Low-profile for in-ceiling installation

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree

Colour Option

Anthracite

White

Tree
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Smoke Detector
Depending on whether you are planning 
a new build, renovation or extension this 
wireless smoke detector could be a great 
addition*. 

 » Warning notifications sent to your smartphone, even if you‘re 
not at home

 » Includes both a visual and audible alarm 
 » Automatic low battery notifications via the app

Water Sensor
This device can be placed wherever you 
think there‘s a risk of leaking water. Ideal 
alongside a dishwasher, washing machine, 
etc. for extra peace of mind.  

 » Notifies you if water is detected
 » Can alert you in various ways (app notification, alarm through 

speakers, lights flashing, phone call, etc.)
 » Perfect for utility rooms, bathrooms, etc. 

Option Air Option Air

*Installation of smoke alarms must adhere to any fire safety & building regulations.
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Window Handle
The Window Handle keeps an eye on whether your windows 
are open closed or tilted. In addition, an in-built vibration 
sensor detects if force is used in an attempt to gain entry.  

 » Detects three window positions (open, closed, tilted)
 » Senses glass breakage by monitoring vibrations
 » Stainless steel finish 

Door & Window Contact
Detects whether doors & windows are open or closed. 
You can see this in the app at any time and your home 
can use this information as part of the burglar alarm or 
to turn down the heating in a room when a window is 
open, for example.  

 » Simple, unobtrusive design
 » Works using a magnetic sensor

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White

Option

Air
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Weather Station
The Weather Station is installed outside 
your home and measures the exact weather 
conditions for your precise location.  

 » Detects rainfall
 » Measures outdoor temperature 
 » Measures how bright it is outside
 » Measures wind speed
 » Includes a 10-year subscription to the Weather Service (more 

info below)
 » If Door & Window Contacts are also installed, you can be 

notified if it begins to rain and a window is open

Room Comfort Sensor  
This device takes a precise measurement 
of temperature, humidity, and CO2 levels - 
allowing your heating, cooling or ventilation 
systems to make intelligent decisions.

 » Measures temperature
 » Measures humidity
 » Measures CO2 (only available on some options)
 » Can be installed freestanding or wall-mounted depending on 

option  
 » Discreet design

Option

Air Tree

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree
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Lighting can completely change the way a room 
looks and how we feel in a space. In a modern 
home, simply having lighting that is either on 
or off may not suit the various uses of a room. 
Additionally, the design of a room may call for 
specific lighting to complement the interior. Take a 
look through these lighting products to choose the 
finishes for your home and see if you’re inspired to 
include any additional white or coloured direct or 
indirect lighting.

LIGHTING
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 » Impressive white & coloured light
 » Millions of colours available for impressive lighting
 » Dimmable
 » Adjustable colour temperature
 » A+ energy rating

LED Spot - White & Coloured Light
This spotlight is installed flush in your ceiling and provides a combination of 
white and coloured lighting. This model allows you to choose from millions 
of different light colours and adjust the warmth of the white light - making it 
ideal for any room.   

Colour Option

Anthracite

White

Tree
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LED Spot - White Light 
If you don‘t want coloured lighting, then opt for this version of the LED 
Spot. It gives you brilliant white light with the ability to gently dim to 
incredibly low light levels. 

 » Impressive white light
 » Dimmable
 » A+ energy rating

Colour

Anthracite

White

Option

PWMPWM
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LED Ceiling Light -  
White & Coloured Light

 » Impressive white & coloured light
 » Integrated motion & brightness sensor
 » Dimmable
 » Millions of colours available for impressive lighting
 » A+ energy rating

The quality of light and the built-in motion & 
brightness sensors make the Ceiling Light ideal for 
bringing smart coloured lighting to a variety of rooms 
in your home. 

LED Strip -  
White & Coloured Light

 » Standard, splashproof or waterproof options available
 » Dimmable
 » Millions of colours available for impressive lighting

Strip lighting creates beautiful accents & highlights in your home 
- under kitchen counters or in dropped ceilings, for example. 

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree

Option

PWMPWM
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LED Pendulum Slim - 
White & Coloured Light 
This pendant adds a sense of luxury to any room. Perfect for 
use above a kitchen island, dining room table or in a cluster 
on a landing, for example.

 » Timeless, elegant design 
 » Refined powder-coated aluminium
 » Braided fabric-covered cable
 » Dimmable
 » Millions of colours available for impressive lighting
 » A+ energy rating

Colour

Anthracite

White

Option

PWMPWM

Tree
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Good music makes us feel great and having the 
ability to quickly & easily pop on your favourite 
track in any room, or even have it brought on 
automatically, is a massive benefit of this solution. 
However, a modern audio system should give you 
more than just great sounding music. It should 
integrate audio seamlessly into your life. Gradually 
waking you up with your favourite playlist in the 
morning, intelligently telling you if any windows are 
open before you go to bed, quickly pausing the 
music to play the doorbell chime when you have a 
visitor and much more. 

AUDIO
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Audioserver
The Audioserver works in the background to bring high-quality sound to the rooms 
you’ve chosen to have audio in. Think of it as the brain of your audio system. It is 
installed behind the scenes and allows you to play and control music in the chosen 
rooms in your home as well as giving you other intelligent audio features. 

 » Listen to music & radio stations with support for Spotify, TuneIn & Apple AirPlay
 » Easy control of all audio from the app 
 » Record voice notes and play them in select rooms
 » Choose music or a radio station that automatically plays to wake you up in the morning
 » Play a doorbell chime in selected rooms when you‘ve got a visitor
 » Play music from your personal digital collection
 » Works with different types of speakers
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quadral In-Ceiling 7 
Speaker
This speaker is installed into the ceiling to 
give you great sound that fills the room. 
The slimline mesh cover offers a sleek 
and discreet look. 

 » High-quality stereo audio for everyday listening
 » Sleek, discreet design
 » Includes a circular, slimline, magnetic cover

Wall Speaker
This high-quality speaker can be mounted 
on a wall or simply placed on any shelf/
table top around your home - giving you 
great sound wherever you want it. 

 » High-quality stereo audio for everyday listening
 » Impressive sound to size ratio 
 » Delivers rich bass and clear vocals 
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The trusty key and doorbell have been around 
for what feels like forever and that‘s because they 
work - but they can be limited. We believe that 
there‘s a better way. A way where you can answer 
the door from anywhere in the world. A way where 
you can create a temporary PIN code for someone 
to enter your home. A way where you can check if 
the children made it home from school safely when 
you‘re not at home. And much more...

ACCESS
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NFC Code Touch

 » Access your home with a fob or PIN code
 » Smart doorbell with app notifications
 » Create one-off or time-based PIN codes in the app to 

give a friend or family member access to your home 
 » Can be used for doors, gates, and garages
 » Backlit keypad with a glass face 
 » Can be installed with the Intercom for extra functionality
 » Entries are viewable in the app so you can check if the 

children got home from school, for example

A minimalist touch keypad with doorbell and fob 
reader, which can be used to securely access your 
home or to arm & disarm your burglar alarm. Simply 
enter your code or present your fob and you‘re done.

Colour Option

Anthracite Air

White Tree
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Intercom
A beautiful HD video intercom that allows you to see 
and speak with anyone at your front door, even when 
you‘re not at home. 

 » App notifications when someone rings the doorbell
 » View the video feed at any time in the app
 » View photos of recent visitors in the app 
 » Play pre-defined messages when you’re not 

available, i.e. “leave the parcel around the side” 
 » Can be installed with the NFC Code Touch for extra 

functionality
 » Interactive bell button lights up as someone 

approaches

Colour

Anthracite

White

Option

Tree
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Whether it’s room-by-room heating control, 
intelligent monitoring & management of your 
energy usage, precise weather data for your exact 
location, phone call notifications if something is 
amiss, or a wide range of other smart features 
for your home - these accessories offer more 
convenience based on the features you’ve chosen 
to have in your home.

OTHER
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Valve Actuator
The Valve Actuator gives you smart heating control on a 
room-by-room basis - ensuring that each room in your 
home is always at the perfect temperature.  

 » Regulates the heating in each room 
 » Compatible with most radiators  

& underfloor heating manifolds

AquaStar
If you‘ve got a pool, you‘ll know that there‘s a high level 
of maintenance that comes with it. Let this device make 
light work of maintaining a crystal clear pool.

 » Takes care of filtering, backwashing and rinsing cycles
 » Modern 6-way backwash valve
 » Ability to connect a temperature sensor
 » View optional temperature & water levels in the app

Option 

Air Tree

Option

Air
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Button
The Button can trigger almost any action you 
want based on the features you have in your 
home - arming the burglar alarm, turning off the 
TV, opening the garage, etc. Plus, as it‘s wireless, 
it can be placed almost anywhere in your home - 
meaning that the possibilities are endless. 

Wrist Button 
The Wrist Button is worn comfortably on the wrist and 
enables an action to be triggered quickly and easily - 
from unlocking an electric door to triggering an alarm 
sequence. 

 » Comfortable & hygienic silicone wristband
 » Can be used with many third-party 18mm wristbands
 » Ability to cancel false triggers with a long press
 » Splash resistant (IP64 rated)

Option

Air

 » Wireless universal button
 » Easy to use
 » Magnetically mounted with 

a non-slip base
 » Ability to cancel false 

triggers with a long press
 » Splash resistant (IP64 

rated)

Option

Air
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Smart Socket
This smart plug allows you to intelligently control any 
electrical device in your home. For example, plug a 
bedside lamp into a smart socket to be able to switch 
it on/off via the app or via a Touch switch. 

 » Turn off devices from the app even when you’re out
 » Built-in energy & power consumption monitor
 » Integrated temperature sensor
 » Ideal for lamps, coffee machines, TVs and much more...

iPad Wallmount
With the free Loxone App, an iPad can be a great 
tool to give you a central point of control in your 
home. So why not mount it to the wall with one of 
these sleek wallmounts.

 » Designed for the Apple iPad 10.2“ 
 » Hides the power cable
 » Sandblasted matte anodised aluminium finish

Option

Air
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Modbus Electricity 
Meter
Get accurate data on the power 
consumption of your electrical devices. 

Modbus Electricity 
Meter 
Get accurate data on the power 
consumption of your electrical devices. 

 » Records detailed data such as energy, current, active power 
and voltage

 » Statistics and usage history available in the app
 » Helps you identify where to save energy and run your home 

more efficiently
 » If you have solar panels, how much energy you have 

generated can also be measured and displayed in the app

 » Records detailed data such as 
energy, current, active power and 
voltage

 » Statistics and usage history 
available in the app

 » Helps you identify where to save 
energy and run your home more 
efficiently

 » If you have solar panels, how much 
energy you have generated can 
also be measured and displayed in 
the app

Single Phase

3 Phase

Speak with your Loxone installer/qualified electrician to pick an energy meter suitable for your home.
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Caller Service
With the Caller Service, you can 
receive automated phone calls with 
important updates about your home - 
for example if a water leak, attempted 
break-in, or smoke is detected.

 » Can trigger a phone call to a landline or mobile 
number when something is amiss

 » International calls included
 » 1 or 10-year subscription options
 » No need for mobile data

Weather Service
A subscription to the Weather Service gives 
you accurate weather & forecast data for 
your exact location. Your home can use this 
information as part of the features you’ve 
chosen to include. 

 » Precise weather data, accurately calculated for the exact 
location of your home

 » Displays current & real feel temperature, rainfall, cloud cover,  
humidity, wind speed, dew point & solar irradiance 

 » Displays exact sunrise & sunset times for your exact location
 » Updated hourly
 » Data available directly within the app
 » Provides forecasts up to 66 hours ahead
 » 1 or 10-year subscription options
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Alarm Siren
This device is fitted on the outside of your home as part of 
the burglar alarm. It acts as both a visual deterrent and as an 
immediate alert to potential intruders. 

 »  High-pitched alarm tone 
 » Bright red flashing LED lights
 » Tamper sensors

IR Control
This device allows you to easily control multiple 
infrared devices in your home more conveniently via 
the Loxone App or Touch switches. 

 » Sends and receives IR signals  
 » Suitable for controlling home entertainment devices (such as TVs, DVD 

players, etc.) 
 » Suitable for air con units 
 » Control devices via the app even when you’re not in the room or you’re 

away from home 

Option

Air Tree

Option

Air
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INSPIRATION
Be inspired as you decide the additional features & 
finishes for your smart home. 

View the various accessories included in this catalogue 
installed in different settings to best imagine these 
in your home. Remember to speak with your Loxone 
installer about the colours & options available for the 
accessories you would like to include. 
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We hope that this catalogue has inspired you to choose the 
finishes of products and additional features for your smart home. 
Feel free to speak with your Loxone installer if you have any 
specific questions or would like general guidance on any of the 
products featured in this catalogue.  

Version 2

CONVENIENCE  
WITHOUT 
COMPROMISE.  
WELCOME HOME.

 
The contents of this catalogue are for illustrative purposes only and do not form any offer or contract. 
Loxone reserves the right to change the information, selection, specifications and accessories at any 
time. For exact specification of features and options, or to obtain a quotation for installation, please 
contact your Loxone installer. E&OE.
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